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Transgressive cabaret with trans and queer performers, including Hagen & Simone, House of Vogue, Shawna Verago and the Deadly Nightshade and others.
--Chronicle

It's potluck, baby. For omnivorous dance and performance-art fans, Fresh Meat Productions and ODC Theater serve up what are sure to be some hot dishes along with a few cold cuts at this most ambitious Queer Arts Fest cabaret. Tina "Groucho" d'Elia and the outrageous Machiko Saito emcee the variety-packed evening of some 15 trans and queer artists. The genderbending smorgasbord, co-sponsored by Tranny Fest and Trans-Art, ranges from modern dance, hip-hop and all-female breakdancing to dance theater, drag and voguing. The ever-changing list of artists includes Mario Balcita, Ali Cannon, Deep Dickollective, Sean Dorsey, Hagen & Simone, Michelle Ito, Monique Jenkinson, Jared Kaplan, Jose Navarrete, Gigi Otalvaro-Hormillosa, Jaycub Perez, Matthue Roth, Sisterz of the Underground, STEAMROLLER Dance and Shawna Virago and the Deadly Nightshade family. Whether audiences will wish they'd stayed vegan by
night's end is anybody's guess. But one thing is for sure, with the cancelation of the annual Lesbi/Gay Dance and Tranny fests, there will be few chances to see anything like it this year. -- Kathleen Wilkinson

--SF Gate

Related Links:
www.queerculturalcenter.org

www.odctheater.org